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ABSTRACT 

Pulsed endwall air injection (PEAI) is an effective method to eliminate flow separation and improve blade loading of 

compressor. Most studies on PEAI have focused on improving the aerodynamic performance of compressor, and few 

studies investigated the influence on the flow field in detail, especially vortex structure in compressors. Aiming at revealing 

the effect mechanism of PEAI on flow separation and vortex structure, unsteady numerical study is carried out. The effect 

of PEAI parameters (frequency and amplitude) on flow field of compressor cascade is addressed. Results show that cascade 

loss coefficient and endwall loss coefficient of cascade are respectively reduced 13.92% and 28.24% under the optimal 

PEAI scheme. Higher injection amplitude leads to more decrease of corner separation and deterioration of flow field at 

mid-span, and double concentration shedding vortex (CSV) structure is found when injection amplitude is 1.40. As the 

injection frequency increasing, the regular injection leads to a series of “injection vortexes” distributing with equal interval, 

which suppress CSV and PV. 

Keywords: axial flow compressor, corner separation, flow control, pulsed endwall air injection, vortex structure 

INTRODUCTION 
Increasing design requirements of thrust weight ratio and efficiency in modern aero-engine requires the higher blade 

loading of axial compressors [1-2] (Dickens and Day, 2009; Wennerstrom, 1990). However, there are inevitable flow 

separations, especially the three-dimensional corner separation in passages of highly loaded compressor blades, which 

limits the improvement of blade loading [3-4] (Gbabebo et al, 2005; Bryce et al, 1995). Aiming at effectively controlling 

or even eliminating flow separations in axial compressors, researchers have been committing to developing flow control 

technologies during almost a century, such as air injection [5] (Culley et al, 2004), boundary layer suction [6] (Schuler et 

al, 2005) and passive flow control [7] (Kan et al, 2019) et al. 

Recent studies that performing the unsteady air injection on compressor cascade showed better effective flow control 

effect on flow separations than steady air injection [8-9] (Zheng et al, 2005; Chen et al, 2017). Compared with traditional 

steady injection, unsteady injection has significant advantages on power input and mass flow consumption.  

In the field of suction surface unsteady injection, Ref. [10] (Staats and Nitsche, 2017) experimentally investigated the 

influence of unsteady injection on a low-speed compressor. Results showed flow separations was suppressed with the 

momentum coefficient of 0.9%, which lead to reduction of overall time-averaged loss by 11.5%, and increase of static 

pressure recovery by 6.8%. Ref. [11] (Gmelin et al, 2010) found that the separation was sensitivity to unsteady injection 

frequency within a certain range, while low frequencies can have a negative effect on the efficiency of the cascade. Ref.  

[8,12-13] (Zheng et al, 2005, 2006, 2011) carried out a series of researches on unsteady injection, synthetic jet and pulsed 

vortex-generator on the compressor cascade, for identifying injection parameters which affected the control effect, such as 

injection amplitude, angle, frequency and location.  

Rarely research on pulsed endwall air injection (PEAI) has been carried out. Ref. [14] (Staats and Nitsche, 2015) found 

that endwall actuation could stabilize the flow field and extend the operating range of the compressor stator; time-averaged 
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experimental results also showed the static pressure rise was increased by 6% and loss was reduced by 4%. Ref. [15] 

(Tiedemann et al, 2012) performed unsteady injection through an endwall slit in a compressor cascade designed with 

controlled diffusion airfoil. Results showed that unsteady injection on one side could reduce the backflow region and 

expansion of the corner vortex; the injection duty cycle of 75% was the best value in the unsteady injection scheme. Ref. 

[16] (Hecklau et al, 2012) investigated the combination effect of two unsteady injection methods, i.e., endwall injection to 

reduce the secondary flow and suction surface injection to eliminate trailing edge flow separation, which found that a static 

pressure rise of 8–9% and a loss reduction of up to 13% were achieved under suitable injection parameter combinations.  

Based on forgoing analysis, PEAI was carried out numerically in a highly loaded compressor cascade in this study. 

According to the authors’ previous steady endwall air injection research in Ref. [17] (Cao et al, 2020), the PEAI schemes 

under different injection amplitudes and frequencies were designed and studied. The influence mechanism of PEAI 

parameters on corner separation and vortical flows were revealed. 

METHODOLOGY 

PEAI was carried out in a highly loaded linear compressor cascade in this study. The design inlet Mach number of the 

cascade is 0.6, the design incidence is 0.5°, and the Reynolds number (Re) is 9.01×105 at design condition. Details of the 

cascade are provided in Ref. [18] (Cao et al, 2014).  

Based on the assumption of periodicity, 3D numerical simulations were performed by the commercial software 

package NUMECA FINE/Turbo, structured mesh of endwall air injection cascade is shown in Fig. 1. The total grid density 

of 3.0 million and the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence model were utilized, which has been validated in the authors’ 

previous study on steady endwall air injection for the same cascade configuration in Ref. [17]. The comparison of time-

averaged unsteady numerical results and experimental results of static pressure distribution of cascade at mid-span is 

presented in Fig. 2, which shows that the static pressure is well captured. 

 
 

Figure 1 Blade surface & endwall mesh of 
endwall air injection compressor cascade 

Figure 2 Comparison of numerical results and 
experimental results of baseline cascade 

Unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations with an explicit four stage Runge-Kutta scheme is solved in 

FINE/TURBO. Plenty of convergence acceleration techniques, such as full multi-grid, dual time stepping and implicit 

residual smoothing are employed. The maximum number of iterations within each time-step was set to 20 and the CFL 

number was 3. In addition, the steady calculation results are used as the initial solution of unsteady calculation for 

accelerating convergence.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Flow Fields Analysis of Baseline Cascade 

The flow field of the baseline cascade was shown in Fig. 3, including limiting streamlines on solid walls, reverse flow 

Isosurface, three-dimensional streamlines and axial velocity contour at exit section of cascade. From the figure, it can be 

seen that there is reversed flow in the suction corner, which contributes to significant loss of baseline cascade. Compared 

with the low velocity region caused by trailing edge separation, the corner separation is the major resource of loss 

coefficient in baseline cascade. 
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Figure 3 Reverse flow Isosurfaces, axial velocity 
contour and streamlines of baseline cascade 

Figure 4 Q-criterion Isosurfaces and contours of 
loss coefficient at different axial sections 

In figure 4, Isosurfaces with the Q-criterion of 0.5×106 and contours of loss coefficient at axial sections of 145%, 

210% and 285% relative axial chord are shown. For Isosurfaces, the red color represents the counterclockwise rotating 

flow and the blue color represents the clockwise rotating flow when viewing from downstream to upstream. It’s obviously 

that a series of vortexes existed near the endwall of cascade, and the rotating direction of the same kind of vortex near was 

opposite to each other. passage vortex (PV), concentration shedding vortex (CSV), corner vortex (CV), suction surface 

side leg (HS) and suction surface side leg (HP) of horseshoe vortex were found in figure. 

Scheme of Endwall Unsteady Air Injection 

Based on the authors’ previous study on single-hole endwall steady injection on the same compressor cascade in Ref. 

[17], one of the most efficient injection schemes is selected for unsteady injection investigation in this study. The injection 

hole is 4 mm in diameter and is located at 74.1% axial chord and is close to suction surface. There are two endwall injection 

holes on both endwall, which are symmetrically with 50% blade span section as reference, as shown in Fig. 1. 

The definition of endwall injection direction is shown in Fig. 5, where x is spanwise direction, y is pitchwise direction 

and z is axial direction. In this study, the angle σ is 45° and the angle α is 48.8° for all injection holes at lower endwall, and 

the other injection hole features the angle σ of -45° and the angle α is 48.8°, which are optimal steady injection angles of 

this cascade based on the authors’ previous study in Ref. [17]. 

 

 
Figure 5 Definition of endwall injection direction Figure 6 The variation of total pressure with 

time at injection hole 

PEAI was carried out under different injection frequencies and injection amplitudes. The pulsed boundary condition 

of injection hole is defined as: 
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where P*
max is the maximum injection total pressure, P*

min is the minimum injection total pressure, t is time, and T is the 

period of endwall injection, which is the reciprocal of injection frequency f. In this study, P*
min is a constant value of 93000 

Pa under which the injection mass flow rate of steady endwall injection can be maintained at 0. The value of P*
max and T 

depend on different injection amplitudes and frequencies, respectively. According to Equation 5, the total pressure of 

injection hole changes in the form of a square wave with the duty cycle of 0.5, as shown in Fig. 6.  

Relevant parameters about the unsteady injection are introduced as following Equations: 

Relative injection amplitudeA is defined as: 
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Relative injection frequency is represented by the Strouhal number St: 
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The overall loss coefficient (ωet) is defined as following: 
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The cascade loss coefficient (ωca) is defined as following: 
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The time-averaged loss coefficient is defined as: 
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where P is static pressure, P* is total pressure, f is the injection frequency, C is the chord length of cascade, v is the velocity, 

m is mass flow rate, T is injection period, t is time, subscript 1 , 2 and jet represent inlet boundary of the cascade, 150% 

axial chord section and injection inlet boundary, respectively. The “-” at bottom of parameters means time-averaged value. 

Effect of Relative Injection Amplitude on Pulsed Endwall Air Injection 

The numerical results showed that the corner separation can’t be effectively controlled by SEAI (steady endwall air 

injection) and PEAI when the injection amplitude was lower than 1.22. Therefore, the cases in which the injection 

amplitude was respectively 1.22 and 1.40 were analysed. Figure 7 shows the comparison of cascade loss coefficient (ωca) 

and overall loss coefficient (ωet) between SEAI results and time-averaged PEAI results. From the figure, both two loss 

coefficients of PEAI cascades showed that the most cases featured the lowest loss under the St of 0.975 whether the injection 

loss is considered. Therefore, the St of 0.975 was selected to investigate the effect ofA on PEAI. 

  
 (a) Time-averaged cascade loss coefficient   (b) Time-averaged overall loss coefficient 

Figure 7 Cascade loss coefficient and overall loss coefficient of different cases 

 

The time-averaged overall loss coefficient of the compressor cascade with St of 0.975 under different injection 

amplitudes is shown in Fig. 8. It is clear that the time-averaged cascade loss coefficient of cascade decreases significantly 

after PEAI. With the injection amplitude increased, theωca firstly declined before theA exceeded 1.22 and then 

subsequently increased slightly. The optimal PEAI scheme reduced theωca of cascade by 13.92% at most with theA of 

1.22, which was also the optimal injection parameter of steady endwall air injection in our previous study in Ref. [17].  
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Figure 8 The variation of time-averaged cascade loss coefficient with St=0.975 under different 

injection amplitudes 

Fig. 9 showed the distribution of static pressure coefficient (Cp) and limiting streamlines at suction surface and endwall 

of compressor cascade with St of 0.975 under different injection amplitudes. Compared with baseline cascade, the high-

pressure region on both endwall and suction surface expanded significantly, which meant the diffusion ability of cascade 

was improved after PEAI. 

From Figure 9 (a) and 9 (b), the spanwise distribution range of CSL increased while that of TSL decreased with theA 

increasing. Due to the injection amplitude was too weak to bring enough energy for low-momentum fluid in corner, the 

corner separation was not completely controlled until theA exceeded 1.00. Therefore, the effect of unsteady injection was 

confined in a limited area, which was circled by a dotted cyan line in Figure. In Fig. 9 (a), the majority of injection mass 

flow flowed towards spanwise direction. Meanwhile, the rest of injection mass flow with the downstream velocity 

component flowed to trailing edge (TE) around the corner because of the blockage, which leaded to vortexes near the TE 

increased at nodal points N3 and N4. In Fig. 9 (b), the effect region of injection mass flow reached to 40% blade span in 

spanwise direction and TE in streamwise direction. The vortexes near N3 and N4 were obviously suppressed and the TSL 

disappeared. As theA increased further, the effect region of injection covered the whole suction surface. The area of corner 

separation reduced and CSL moved to TE, which meant the corner separation was effectively controlled, but the TSL 

reappeared and moved to LE because plenty of low-momentum fluid migrated toward midspan. 

  
(a)A=0.87 (b)A=1.00 

  
(c) A=1.22 (d) A=1.40 

 
Figure 9 Cp contours & limiting streamlines on suction surface and endwall under different 

injection amplitudes (St=0.975) 

Fig. 10 presented the distribution of time-average overall loss coefficient in spanwise under different injection 

amplitudes. Compared with baseline cascade, the endwall loss of all PEAI schemes reduced. For injection schemes under 

lowerA (0.87 and 1.00), it’s worth noting that the mid-span losses were same as baseline cascade, and the loss only slightly 
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increased from 30 to 40% blade span, which was the result of the convergence of low-momentum fluid. For injection 

schemes under higherA, massive low-momentum fluid migrated to mid-span, so the loss from 25 to 50% blade span 

increased significantly with theA improving. 

 
Figure 10 Time-averaged loss coefficient distribution along spanwise at 150% relative axial 

chord under different injection amplitudes 

 

The vortex structure of cascade and time-averaged loss coefficient contours at axial sections under differentA were 

shown in Fig. 11. From Fig. 11 (a) and Fig. 11 (b), the convergence effect of low-momentum fluid at 30 to 40% blade span 

made the concentrated shedding vortex expanded and the passage vortex contracted comparing with baseline cascade. 

However, after low-momentum fluid was blown to mid-span and mixed up with main stream under higherA in Fig. 11 (c) 

and Fig. 11 (d), the CSV decreased rapidly and the loss near mid-span increased significantly. Meanwhile, because of the 

enhancement of cross-passage pressure gradient at endwall (As shown in Fig. 9), more endwall low-momentum fluid 

migrated to suction corner, which resulted the increase of PV. In addition, whenA reached 1.40, two new CSV appeared 

near the mid-span, which was because the interaction between low-momentum fluid at mid-span and strong trailing edge 

vortex (trailing edge separation). Under the scraping effect of trailing edge vortex, CSV2 informed with a reverse rotating 

direction of initial CSV.  

 

  

 

(a) A=0.87 (b) A=1.00 

  
(c) A=1.22 (d) A=1.40 

Figure 11 Q-criterion Isosurfaces and contours of loss coefficient under different injection 

amplitudes (Q=5×105 s-2) 

Effect of Relative Frequency on Pulsed Endwall Air Injection 

Based on results in previous section, the value ofA was selected as 1.22 in the following study. Figure 12 showed the 

variation ofωca under different injection frequency with theA of 1.22. The results showed that the variation tendency 

ofωca with St was same as that ofωca withA. The time-averaged cascade loss coefficient reached a minimum value of 

0.05653 with the St of 0.975, which was lower than the lowest value of 0.05661 under steady injection. After comparing 

Fig. 8 and Fig. 12, it could be found that theωca was less sensitive to the variation of relative injection frequency than that 

of relative injection amplitude. 
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Figure 12 The variation of time-averaged 

cascade loss coefficient with injection amplitude 
of 1.22  

Figure 13 Time-averaged loss coefficient 
distribution along spanwise at 150% relative 

axial chord 

According to investigation results in Ref. [8-9, 13], there exists an optimal injection frequency of unsteady flow control 

in compressor cascades. Unsteady flow separations could be effectively controlled by unsteady injection under the optimum 

amplitude when the injection frequency was close to the characteristic frequency of vortex shedding. In this study, results 

in Fig. 12 showed the optimal injection frequency was 3000 Hz (St=0.975), which meant the characteristic frequency of 

vortex shedding of cascade was approximately 3000 Hz.  

Fig. 13 showed the distribution of loss in spanwise under different injection frequencies. Both steady air injection and 

PEAI suppressed endwall loss while intensified mid-span loss, and the influence of steady air injection on loss was stronger 

than that of unsteady injection along the whole blade span. As the St increased, the loss of the whole blade span 

synchronously reduced and then kept constant.  

In this study, the total time step of one injection period was 20 steps. The magnitude of temporal scale under high St 

value reached the same level of the time that injection air flowed from the inlet to the outlet of the injection hole. In the 

case with St=0.975, the time that injection fluid flowed across the hole was approximately 7.5×10-5s; the actual time of 

each time step was 1.67×10-5 s, so the injection flow required about 4.5 time steps to flow across the hole. When there 

was a sudden total pressure change on inlet of injection holes at the end of every ten time steps, the fluid that had not flowed 

out of the hole would interact with new injection flow until the previous fluid in injection holes was completely drained, 

which indicates there was “inertia” effect in injection hole, as shown in Fig 14.  

Figure 15 shows the injection velocity magnitude at each time step for two continuous periods under different injection 

frequencies. Compared with the transient total pressure distribution at injection hole, the transient variation of injection 

velocity did not feature a square wave in shape. As the St value increased, the amplitude of injection velocity reduced 

significantly. Under St of 0.975 and 1.463, the velocity variations curve showed a “concave shape” in the first ten time 

steps and a “convex shape” in the second ten time steps, which indicates that stronger “inertia” effect occurred under higher 

St. Above all, the “inertia” was a special unsteady effect in PEAI cascade, which increased with the improvement of 

frequency. 

 

 
Fig 14 The transient velocity distribution of a 

section through endwall injection hole (St=0.975) 
Fig 15 The transient velocity distribution of a 

section through endwall injection hole 
(St=0.975) 

Aiming at investigating vortex structure under different unsteady injection frequencies, the transient flow field of PEAI 

cascades at time step 10 under different St was shown in Fig. 16. After injection flow fully mixing with low-momentum 

fluid in corner, the mixed flow divided into three branches which ranged from 0 to 20%, 20 to 40% and 40 to 50%. The 

first two branches corresponded PV and CSV respectively. In addition, the regular injection led to the formation of a series 

of mixed blocky vortexes with interval distribution, which were named “injection vortex. When the frequency of “injection 

vortex” was consistent with the characteristic frequency of vortex shedding, the control effect of PEAI on corner separation 

was the best. The last branch near mid-span formed new CSV when St was 1.625×10-3 and a series of vortexes in mid-span 
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under higher St. It can be found that the interval between adjacent injection vortexes was longer when St was higher. At 

mid-span, the effect region of obvious injection vortex in axial direction could reach to 300% relative axial chord. 

Compared with other cascades with low St, PEAI cascade with the St of 1.463 exhibited the shortest interval between 

adjacent injection vortexes, which led to the CSV become more stable. In addition, there were also injection vortexes at 

mid-span when St was 1.463. When St was 0.975, injection vortexes at mid-span featured the least spatial scale and effect 

region in axial direction after comparison. 

  

 

(a) St=1.625×10-3 (b) St=0.488 

  
(c) St=0.975 (d) St=1.463 

Figure 16 Transient vortex structures and distributions of injection flow at time step 10 (10T/20) 

CONCLUSION 

(1) PEAI can effectively suppress the 3D corner separation. The optimal control scheme reduced theωca (time-

averaged cascade loss coefficient) of cascade by 13.92% at most with theA (relative injection amplitude) of 1.22 and the 

St (relative injection frequency) of 0.975, which showed better control effect than steady injection with the sameA. 

However, due to the migration of low-momentum fluid at mid-span after PEAI, the flow field at mid-span deteriorated. 

(2) Under the St value of 0.975 (the optimal injection frequency), the PEAI scheme with higher injection amplitude 

featured more effect range in suction corner. Under lowerA, the effect of PEAI was confined in a limited area. Since the 

injection amplitude was too weak to bring enough energy for low-momentum fluid in suction corner, plenty of low-

momentum fluid converged from 30 to 40% blade span, which resulted in the increase of concentrated shedding vortex 

(CSV). Under higherA, because of the spanwise migration of low-momentum fluid, the flow field near mid-span 

deteriorated. The interaction between serve trail edge vortex and low-momentum fluid at mid-span leaded to the formation 

of new CSV, which was found whenA was 1.40. 

(3) In the condition with a very small St, injection flow fully mixed with low-momentum fluid in corner, and the mixed 

flow divided into three branches which ranged from 0 to 20%, 20 to 40% and 40 to 50%. The first two branches 

corresponded PV and CSV respectively. The last branch near mid-span formed new CSV when St was 1.625×10-3 and a 

series of vortexes in mid-span under higher St. In addition, the regular injection led to the formation of new CSV. Under 

high injection frequency, the regular injection leaded to a series of “injection vortexes” distributing with equal interval. 

The “injection vortex” eventually mixed in PV and CSV. When conducting PEAI, “inertia” existed for the flow in injection 

hole. The “inertia” derived from the interaction between injection air with different velocities increased with the 

improvement of injection frequency. Under low injection frequency, the length of single time step was long enough to 

allow injection flow to flow through the injection hole, so the difference among flow fields became obvious over time. 

Under high St, the variation of flow fields with time was moderate because of the strong effect of “inertia”. The period 

injection led to a series of “hairpin vortexes” distributing with equal interval.  
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ABBREVIATIONS 

PEAI Pulsed endwall air injection COS Open corner separation 

SEAI Steady endwall air injection PV Passage vortex 

LE Blade leading edge CSV Concentrating shedding vortex 
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TE Blade trailing edge TSL Trailing separation line 

CSL Corner separation line   

NOMENCLATURE 

C Chord ωca Cascade loss coefficient 

P Static pressure ωet Overall loss coefficient 

P* Total pressure T Time 

Re Reynolds number Subscript  

St Strouhal number 1 Inlet of computational domain 

A Relative injection amplitude 2 Axial section at 150 relative axial chord 

ω Total pressure loss coefficient jet Inlet of injection hole 

x Spanwise coordinate Superscript  

y Pitchwise coordinate * Total condition 

z Streamwise coordinate - Time-averaged value 

Cp Static pressure coefficient   
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